In this work we investigate the order of the phase transition of the spin-1 Baxter-Wu model. We used extensive entropic simulations to describe the behavior of quantities which reveal the order of the phase transition. We applyied finite-sizing scaling laws for continuous and discontinuous phase transitions. Our results show that this system exhibits an indeterminacy regarding the order of the phase transition, i.e., the results are conclusive for both transitions, whether continuous or discontinuous. In such a scenario we carried out a study of the configurations in the region of the phase transition, which confirmed that the model seems to undergo a tetracritical transition, with the coexistence of a ferromagnetic and three ferrimagnetic configurations, suggesting that it may be a multicritical point belonging to a critical line of an external or a crystalline fields, where the continuous and the discontinuous phase transitions may coexist reflecting different features of the system.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The order-disorder transitions in two-dimensional systems have been studied experimentally in structures constituted by adsorbed atoms or molecules in single crystals and their universality class has been experimentally determined. Among them there are some real systems with triplet interactions which belong to the same universality class of the q = 4 Potts model. Examples of such compounds are the chemisorbed overlayer p(2 × 2) oxygen on Ni(111) [1] , the adsorption system O/Ru(0001) [2] at 1/4 monolayer and the (2 × 2)-2H structure on Ni(111) [3] . They are well-described by a model that considers three spin interactions in a triangular lattice.
In 1972 D. W. Woods and H. P. Griffiths [4] proposed such a model: the Baxter-Wu model(BW). They propounded a system of spins defined in a two-dimensional triangular lattice, with the spins located at the vertices of the triangles, and assuming the integer values ±1. An interesting feature of this spin system is that it exhibits an order-disorder transition, but it is not symmetric by inversion of all spins. This model, known as the spin-1/2 case, was exactly solved by R.J. Baxter and F.Y. Wu [5] [6] [7] yielding the same critical temperature of the Ising model on a square lattice k B T c /J = 2/ln(1 + √ 2) = 2.2691853..., and critical exponents belonging to the q = 4 Potts model universality class, namely α = ν = 2/3, β = 1/12, and γ = 7/6. Simulations using the short-time scaling formalism corroborate the exact results for ν and β [8] , although not within the error bars. The same occurs in entropic simulations of the q = 4 Potts model [9] . This behavior of the BW model should be expected, since both models have the same symmetry and degree of degeneracy in the ground state. However, unlike the BW model, the q = 4 Potts model demands logarithmic corrections. Thereby, to investigate this apparent contradiction, Kinzel et al [10] studied a generalization of the BW model by insertion of annealed vacancies. In this new scenario we have the spin-1 Baxter-Wu model where the spins variables can assume one of three discrete values 0 and ±1. They found out through the behavior of the correlation length and by using finite size scaling techniques, that a second order transition would happen only for the pure BW model.
Notwithstanding, another study of the spin-1 BW model was carried out by Costa and Plascak [11] , using Monte Carlo simulations with the standard Metropolis algorithm. Applying finite size scaling considerations they obtained a critical behavior different from the first work, with a second order transition and well defined critical exponents.
In view of these conflicting resuls, our expectation in carrying out a detailed study of the model was to detect a pure discontinuous behavior, as predicted by Kinzel or a continuous behavior, as obtained by Costa and Plascak. Nevertheless our findings show that it exhibits a mixed behavior, typical of multicritical points.
A multicritical transition occurs in a region of the phase diagram where multiple phases co-exist. In general, multicritical states emerge in the intersection of a first order and a second order transitions. In such regions it is common the superposition of both transitions [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Musial [18] applyied the Monte Carlo method to the 3D Ashkin-Teller model in the region of the threecritical point and found out an indeterminacy regarding the order of transition of the system. Critical exponents point out to a continuous transition, while the Binder cumulant of energy evidences a discontinuous transition. Another characteristic observed near the tricritical point is the presence of a non-zero valley in the energy probability [19, 20] . In a recent work Dias et. al. [21] carried out a study of the spin-1 Baxter-Wu model with a crystalline field and detected the existence of a pentacritical point with the coexistence of three ferrimagnetic and a ferromagnetic configurations, along with that with spins zero.
In the present work we are interested in the characteristics of the order of the phase transition in the spin-1 Baxter-Wu model. Here we employ entropic sampling simulations to construct the density of states, which is estimated for systems with non-multiple of three lattice sizes, following the same implementation of [22] . Some quantities which reveal the order of the transition, as the total magnetization, the energy, and the susceptibility are investigated. This paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the BW model. In Sec. III we provide details of our simulations. The finite size scaling analysis is showed in section IV. The results are discussed in section V, and in section VI a summary and outlooks are given.
II. THE BAXTER-WU MODEL
In the Baxter-Wu model the three spin interaction is governed by the Hamiltonian
where the spin variables are located at the vertices of the lattice and take on the values s i = ±1,0, J plays the role of a coupling constant that fixes the energy scale, and the sum extends over all triangular faces of the lattice. In our work we deal with the system by transposing the triangular lattice to a square one, as shown in the right side of Fig.1 . One can see that each spin σ i ≡ s i,j has six triangular faces around it, and, if one visits all spins of the configuration computing the six triangular faces for each spin, each triangular face will be counted three times. Thus, the energy of a particular configuration of lattice size L defined by the Hamiltonian (1) can be calculated in the square lattice as
Likewise the q = 4 Potts model and the spin-1/2 BW model, in this model, if one assumes multiple of three lattices, four distinct ground states are present, one with all spins positive, giving a ferromagnetic configuration, and other three, where one sublattice remains positive while the other two are negated, yielding ferrimagnetic configurations successively. However, if we choose non-multiple of three lattices, only the ferromagnetic configuration will be present in the ground state and we can choose the order parameter of the system as the sum of all spins of the lattice
As shown in Ref. [22] the use of multiple or non-multiple of three lattices does not change the results for the critical exponents, such that in the present study we adopted non-multiple of three lattices and the sum over all spins as the order parameter. In order to investigate the order of the phase transition of the model we performed entropic sampling simulations either treating the transition as discontinuous, either as continuous.
III. FINITE SIZE SCALING A. Continuous phase transition
From the fluctuations in the energy and the magnetization we can calculate the specific heat and the magnetic susceptibility
where E is the energy, m is the magnetization per site and T is the absolute temperature. Using the free energy definition and the appropriate derivatives of the free-energy density one can obtain scaling relations for various thermodynamic quantities [23, 24] , such as
where L is the linear size of the lattice, t = (T c − T )/T is the reduced temperature and α, β, γ and ν are the static critical exponents that obey the scaling relation
where d is the dimensionality of the system. As L → ∞, the pseudocritical temperature of the finite lattice obeys the scaling law
where λ is a constant, T c is the critical temperature of the infinite system, and T L is the effective transition temperature for the lattice of linear size L.
One can obtain the critical exponent ν using the logarithmic derivatives of the magnetization [25, 26] .
which have the same scaling behavior of the 4 th order Binder cumulant. Following the prescriptions of the works [22, 26] , we use the set of thermodynamic quantities that are functions of the logarithmic derivatives of the magnetization
Using Eq. (6) it is immediate to show that
for j = 1, 2, ..., 6. At the critical temperature T c (t = 0) the V j are constants independent of the lattice size L, therefore we can estimate 1/ν by the slopes of V j calculated at T L . With the exponent ν already obtained, the next step is calculating the critical temperature using Eq. 10 and the exponents β and γ from the slopes of the loglog plot of Eqs. 6 and 7 at the critical temperature T c . A model with continuous phase transition displays well defined critical exponents and allows the determination of the critical temperature by the scaling relation of Eq. (10).
B. Discontinuous phase transition
In a discontinuous phase transition the scaling relations defined in the continuous transition do not hold.
Usually the thermodynamic properties, such as magnetization and specific heat scale with the system dimension.The critical temperature of the system may be determined using the cumulant of the energy that scales with the lattice size [27] . The fourth order cumulant of the energy is defined as
This function has a minimum [28] [29] [30] , which temperature scales as
where d is the dimension of the system. Extrapolation for L → ∞ gives the critical temperature T c for the infinite system. The behavior of the cumulant of the magnetization, given by
also may suggest a discontinuous phase transition. In this case we have the presence of a sharp minimum and the crossing of the curves of different lattice sizes taking place around the critical temperature [27, 31] . Another way of finding the critical temperature is the analysis of the peaks of the energy probability. In the region of the critical temperature this probability should have a double peak of same height and the region between the peaks should have a null probability [31] [32] [33] . In the canonical ensemble the energy probability is calculated as
This method allows calculating the latent heat of the transition as the energy difference ∆E L between the two peaks, which obeys the scaling relation of L −1 [31] . The temperatures where the peaks reach the same height also scales as Eq. 20.
If the entropy is given as a function of the energy one can calculate the microcanonical temperature directly by the definition
and the behavior of this quantity changes with the order of the phase transition. In the discontinuous transition it has a s-like shape and a straight line at the critical temperature divides it into two areas of same size [34, 35] .
IV. ENTROPIC SIMULATIONS
Our computational approach follows the Wang-Landau method [36, 37] , except that we include some improvements proposed in [38] [39] [40] [41] , which are: i) the density of states is not updated at every spin flip, but, only after each Monte Carlo sweep, in order to pick uncorrelated configurations when we construct the density of states; ii) to avoid unnecessary extensive simulations, we perform them until ln f = ln f f inal , defined by the canonical averages along the simulation. In [38] a checking parameter ε was proposed. It signalizes automatically when the simulations should be halted. One consequence of adopting the checking parameter is that f f inal may be different for different runs; and, iii) at the beginning of the simulations, the microcanonical averages should not be accumulated before ln f = ln f micro (also defined by canonical averages during simulations), since, at the beginning of the simulations the configurations do not match those to maximum entropy. These three adjustments provide more accurate results, save CPU time and have the advantage of being easily implementable.
Once the density of states is constructed, one can calculate the canonical average of any thermodynamic quantity X as
where X E is the microcanonical average accumulated along the simulations, β = 1/k B T , where T is the absolute temperature given in units of J/k B and k B is the Boltzman's constant.
In Ref. [38] it was also noted that two independent similar finite-size scaling procedures can lead to very different results for the critical temperature and exponents, which often do not agree within the error bars. To overcome this difficulty we carry out 10 independent sets of finitesize scaling procedures. The final results for the critical exponents and critical temperature are obtained as an average over all sets. 
V. RESULTS
We study the spin-1 BW model on a square lattice with N = L × L sites, by performing the entropic simulations described above. We perform ten studies of finite size scaling using the following lattice sizes : L = 32, 40, 44, 52, 56, 64, 76, 80, 86, and 92, with N = 24, 20, 20, 16, 16, 16, 12, 12, 12 , and 12 runs for each size, respectively. The choice of theses lattice sizes was based in the work of Jorge et al [22] , where it was shown that one can simulate the BW model using non-multiple of three lattices and obtain the same results of the multiple of three ones.
Before presenting the results for continuous and discontinuous phase transitions, we analyze the behavior of energy, magnetization, specific heat, and magnetic susceptibility. Figs. 2 and 3 show the energy and the magnetization as functions of temperature for L = 32, 64, and 80. The main graphs suggest a discontinuous phase transition with an abrupt variation in the region of the critical temperature. But if we look at the zoom in the insets in a narrow range of temperature, we observe a more likely continuous behavior.
For the specific heat and magnetic susceptibility, shown in Figs 4 and 5, we see that the peaks are around very close temperatures for all the lattice sizes so that a finite size scaling behavior is not visible to the eyes. In fact the finite size scaling effects for the critical temperature are very subtle when one uses non multiple of three lattices in the BW model [22] . All these observations are therefore not conclusive about the order of the phase transition.
A. Continuous phase transition
In order to investigate if the system undergoes a continuous phase transition we carried out a study seeking out for critical exponents and critical temperature. By locating the maxima of the relations defined in Eqs. (12) (17), which scales as shown in Eq. (18), we find 1/ν as the slopes of the straight lines of the plots of V j against ln L, since in T c (t = 0) the coefficients V j are constants independent of the lattice size L. Fig.6 shows the six slopes, where for each one of them was calculated ν = 1/ The graph presents only one of the ten sets of the performed finite size scaling simulations.
The value obtained on each set is shown in the first column of Table I and the final result ν = 0.6438(10) appears in the last line.
With the exponent ν accurately determined we proceed to estimate the critical temperature and the the exponents β and γ. In Fig. 7 we use Eq. (10) to determine T c as the extrapolation to L → ∞ (L −1/ν = 0) of the linear fits given by the locations of the maxima of the specific heat and the magnetic susceptibility. As expected the points look badly aligned because of the proximity of the points to the exact value. In Fig. 8 we depict the log-log plot of the magnetization at the critical temperature calculated by Eq. (6). The slope gives β/ν, so that we obtain β = ν β ν , with the error ∆β = β ν ∆ν + ν∆ β ν , yielding β = 0.0896(69). Fig. 9 displays the log-log plot of the maxima of the susceptibility, were we obtain γ = 1.1629 (42) . In the last three columns of Table I we present the results for all the 10 sets for β, γ, and T c , with the final mean values β = 0.0762(75), γ = 1.1611 (28) , and T c = 1.660549(51) in the last line. These results with well defined critical exponents and critical temperature point out to a typical continuous phase transition corroborating the conclusions of Costa and Plascak [11] .
B. Discontinuous phase transition
Considering the system as undergoing a discontinuous phase transition we analyze the behavior of the fourthorder Binder energy and magnetization cumulants, and the energy probability distribution. In Fig. 10 we show in the region of the critical temperature and the temperatures of these extrema approach the critical temperature, while the values of the functions tend to something around 0.666. For the magnetization cumulant we have a typical discontinuous transition behavior characterized by a prominent minimum and the crossing of the cumulants of different sizes at the critical temperature, as shown in Fig.  11 where we depict the cumulant of magnetization for L = 32, 64, e 80. The vertical line in Figs. 10 and 11 demarcates the critical temperature estimated using scaling laws for the continuous transition.
In Fig. 12 we present two other quantities, which characterize a discontinuous transition behavior: the energy probability and the inverse microcanonical temperature. In the top we show the energy probability as a function of the energy per particle for three lattice sizes.
At the transition temperature we observe a double 
Microcanonical inverse temperature. The horizontal line demarcates the critical temperature estimated using scaling laws for the continuous transition. 
Fitting of the temperatures of the minima of the cumulant of energy and of the temperatures where the same height in P (E) occurs, determining the critical temperature.
peak of same height and a valley between them with non-zero probability. In the bottom we display the microcanonical inverse temperature as a function of energy revealing a manifest discontinuous transition behavior. The horizontal line represents the critical temperature obtained by means of scaling laws for a continuous transition. One can see that the crossing of the curves occurs around the critical temperature and that the minimum of the probability in the valley coincides with this point. Using the scaling laws for the minimum of the energy cumulant and the energy probability Eq. 20, we can estimate the critical temperature of the system. The linear fitting of these two quantities are represented in Fig. 13 . These are the results of the first of ten sets of samplings. One can see that the values agree with those obtained by means of the analysis of a continuous transition using the specific heat and the susceptibility. Two other additional results that corroborate the discontinuous phase transition are the linear fitting of the minimum of the energy cumulant, which converges to 0.666... for an infinite system, and the fitting of the variation of the energy between the peaks of of the energy probability, the latent heat. We present these two quantities in Figs. 14 and 15, respectively. In both situations one can see a typical discontinuous transition behavior.
In Fig. 14 we show the fitting of the minimum of the energy cumulant as a function of 1/L using U E (L, T c ) = a + bL −1 . We see that lim L→∞ U E (L, T c ) = 2/3 as expected [31] . In its turn Fig. 15 displays the fitting of the variation of energy between the peaks of the energy probability at the critical temperature as a function of 1/L. We see that as L → ∞ the peaks keep an energy difference of |∆E| = 0.2512, which reveals the existence of a latent heat, which is characteristic of a discontinuous transition.
C. Coexistence of continuous and discontinuous phase transitions
So far we have analyzed the system adopting two different approaches: i) considering that it undergoes a continuous phase transition, and ii) the phase transition is discontinuous. In the first case we have obtained quantities typical of this transition, such as the critical exponents ν = 0.6438(10), β = 0.0762(75) and γ = 1.1611 (28) , and the critical temperature T c = 1.660549(51), as prescribed by [11] , confirming therefore that the system undergoes a continuous phase transition. It is also worthwhile to note that these results are very close to the exact solution for the BW spin 1/2: ν ∼ = 0.6667, β ∼ = 0.0833, and γ ∼ = 1.1667. On the other hand, assuming that the transition is discontinuous, the system behaves this way, with a critical temperature T c = 1.66055 (38) , and a latent heat |∆E| = 0.2512, as described by Kinzel [10] . We are thus faced with an indeterminacy, which is characteristic of a multicritical transition. In such situation the question is: which are the phases present in the criticality?
In order to address this discussion we have to analyze the configurations that appear at the criticality. First we have to define an interval of more probable energies at the critical temperature. The energy probability at the critical temperature P (E) = g(E)e −E/kB Tc displays two peaks revealing the two more probable energies, and a non-null valley between them. We can therefore define three energy intervals: one around the lower energy peak, a second between the peaks, and the last close to the highest energy peak, as shown in top of Fig. 16 for L = 32. For each of these regions we constructed histograms of the magnetization, which are shown in bottom of Fig. 16 . In all cases we observe the presence of two peaks. The peak (a) is related to ferrimagnetic configurations with magnetization around −L 2 /3, while the peak (b) correspond to ferromagnetic configurations with magnetization close to L 2 , as shown in Fig. 17 (a)  and (b) . The black, white and gray squares represent the spins +1, −1 e 0, respectively. We see that in Fig. 17(a) we have the predominance of the ferrimagnetic configuration with some spins 0 points and the occurrence of some paramagnetic blocks, and in Fig. 17(b) the predominance of the ferromagnetic configuration, with some points of spins 0 and the occurrence a few paramagnetic blocks. In its turn the peaks (c) and (d) of Fig. 16 correspond to configurations with the predominance of ferri-and ferromagnetic agglomerates, respectively, with the presence of spins 0, some islands diverse of the predominant, and small paramagnetic blocks, as observed in Fig. 17 (c) and (d). Its worthwhile mentioning that in (d) there is a higher incidence of paramagnetic clusters then in (c). In peaks (e) and (f) we see that the system is closer to disorder, but there is still a noticeable presence of ferrimagnetic and ferromagnetic clusters in each of them, respectively.
It is important to notice that each ferrimagnetic cluster, as in Fig. 17 (a) can belong to one of the three possible ground state ferrimagnetic configurations, in such a way that all the situations described above correspond to the coexistence of three ferrimagnetic and a ferromagnetic configurations, along with the paramagnetic configuration indicating that we are dealing with a tetracritical order-disorder transition, since all these configurations coexist at the critical temperature. All these evidences, such as the indeterminacy of the order of the phase transition and the non-null valley in the energy probability, point out to the behavior of a tetracritical point, which can correspond to the zero field state of critical lines of external or crystalline fields. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We studied the spin-1 Baxter-Wu model either considering that it undergoes a continuous, either a discontinuous phase transition. In both cases the results have lead to strong evidences favoring the understanding that the transition is continuous or discontinuous. An analysis of the configurations in the region of the criticality shows the coexistence of ferromagnetic, ferrimagnetic, and paramagnetic agglomerates in different configurations belonging to the criticality, revealing a tetracritical behavior, since the model displays three alternative ferrimagnetic constructions. As a result the system may be considered as the zero field multicritical point of possible critical lines of external or crystalline fields.
